Open Science @MPDL
Services, Support, Advocacy
About Max Planck Society
About Max Planck Society

85 institutes, mainly in Germany

1.8bn € budget

Basic research in many disciplines

High autonomy of the directors

Excellence is the key value
About Max Planck Digital Library
About Max Planck Digital Library

MPDL is not a library, but a central provider of digital services (since 2007)

Based in Munich

6 departments: Information, Digital labs, Bibliometry, Software Licensing, Collections, Central services

~85 heads
Services
OS Services

OA Gold fund (contracts with ~80 publishers)

MPG Publication Repository MPG.PuRe (green OA)

Open research data repository Edmond

DOI service

RDMO
Support
Support

Helpdesk for OS questions, especially OA, ORD and OSS

Currently setting up an information website on OS
Advocacy
Advocacy

OA2020
DEAL
Open Science Days Conference
Open Science Ambassadors Conference
Talk series 2021 „Open Science in Practice“
Funding of novel publication platforms
MPG internal fora
National and European working groups (AIDI, SE, EOSC)
Stay connected!

mpdl.mpg.de
franke@mpdl.mpg.de
@MPDL
@maxplanckdigitallibrary
@maxplanckdigitallibrary
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